
We're ready for you.

When you intern at Agile
Networks Technologies, you have
the chance to gain hands-on
experience that will help you
grow your professional
background. Here, you'll apply
your skills in a supportive and
collaborative environment while
interacting with teams and
leaders across the company.

WORK 
& LEARN

Agile Networks Technologies



Meet the mentors
Our highly qualified colleagues will teach and guide you
during a two-month training program that will allow you to
test your career options, develop Java Programming skills
and establish relationships with the great people.

Meet ANT
We are solution partners for software development companies in

the fields of eCommerce, sales, and integrated services. We help our
clients in building an impressive customer journey and a sustainable

acceleration of their digital business.
Here at ANT, we believe in leadership at eye level, personal integrity,

and excellence. We always do our very best in every situation and
we constantly focus on expanding our skills through learning and
increasing knowledge. Our colleagues are the key to our success,

which is why we want the very best people as part of our team.

"Hi! I'm Diana, and I'm a Java Software Engineer who
graduated two years ago at the Technical University of Cluj-
Napoca, the Computer Science department. I wanted to get
involved in this internship as a mentor because I know what it's
like to be in your shoes and I believe I can help you learn great
things during this two month journey."

 
Diana Rus

"Hi! My name is Sanda and I'm a Senior Java Engineer with a
passion for teaching. My goal is to lure you into the Java

ecosystem and I'm looking forward to learn about your
interests."

 
Sanda Popa

 



UML, Classes, Objects & Java Basics

Interfaces and Polymorphism in Java

Error Handling / Strings

Reflection & Serialization / Enums /

Annotation

Unit Tests & Integration Tests

Data Structures

Generics & Streams in Java

Concurrency

I/O

JDBC

...and other interesting topics
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Course Info 

Date & Time
On the 12th of July

At 10 AM in the morning

Or join us online!

At our site in Sibiu, 3 Metalurgiștilor Street, 1st
Floor, 2+6 Ap. | 550137 Sibiu, Romania

Location

Contact

Course length: 2 months

Flexible: Full-time or Part-time

What you'll need
Your own laptop
A set of headsets / if any

Motivation to learn

If interested, send your application to
eva.marina@agilenetworks.tech


